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#1 BESTSELLING Sci-Fi Romance Series on with a huge ensemble of lovable characters!An
unexpected romance sprouts when Eden, a human scientist who is first sent to study an alien
species, finds herself hopelessly attracted to Pyra, a male figure that initially inspires her disdain,
but who ultimately awakens a mix of passion and desire in Edenâ€™s heart, who is surprised by
feelings that she couldnâ€™t anticipate â€“ or keep from growing â€“ for the one who will end up
saving her life.This is only the beginning of the â€˜Uoria Matesâ€™ series, a collection of 10 titles
that have all the key romance, action, and drama ingredients to leave you hooked to a stellar
interplanetary story.As you read the â€˜Uoria Matesâ€™ series, youâ€™ll travel throughout an outer
space world, where complex intrigues, highly charged emotions, as well as heated and conflicting
desires, will unfold as wars are fought, and as hearts and bodies merge in an explosion of dramatic
events with unforeseeable consequences that will touch and change the lives of many.Book 1:
Captured by Sweet AlienBook 2: Saved by Sweet AlienBook 3: Wanted by Gentle AlienBook 4:
Healed by Gentle AlienBook 5: Bonded by Alien PrinceBook 6: Loved by Alien PrinceBook 7:
Desired by Alien WarriorBook 8: Charmed by Alien WarriorBook 9: Smitten by Sweetest AlienBook
10: Rescued by Sweetest AlienThis book contains mature themes and language, only suitable for
adults over the age of 18!
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Really Enjoyed this series. The only bad part is that the books are not even as long as a comic
books that my granddaughter reads is. I only read this series as it was a whole set which makes it
better. I'm so happy that your books are now longer, that way you really get the feel of the book and
people in them. But all in all love your writing and style

I love this series, great characters and solid world building. The Denynso of Uoria are being
attacked by the Klimnu and through each book you discover more of the powers that the Kilmnu
possess and what or who they are after. The Denynso King and Queen have opened there home
world to a select few through a university program. Those selected will stay on Uoria for 6 months.
Some of the Denynso warriors want nothing more than to find a female to bond with, to love and
protect. The only problem with that is the females they bond with are human and are not the type to
be coddled, they will stand next to their males not behind them. In each bonding there are struggles
that will they will fight to overcome and feelings that they try to deny. I received an ARC for an
honest review.

are you kidding me?! LOVED it! and loved it so much i just bought the UORIA mates II. and the
author even wrote to me letting me know she how she came up with the idea. wow love the
personal info and again, I LOVED THIS SERIES!!!! lol gimme some Denynos warrior males-and
maybe have a few with twins and finding their mate on earth. or maybe the birth of twins or triplets?

Ruth Anne is a new to me author, so I've never read anything by her and I am sorry for that. She
took me to a different world filled with smoking warriors looking for their mates. Each tale unfolded
differently for each couple, taking me on yet another rollercoaster ride.

This set of books are great reads. The stories move along, each book picks up where the previous
one ended keeping the main story line a continuation through all of them to the end of the last one.
Everything is answered by the end of the last book. The second set is a must read after reading the
first set.

I read, "Taken for the Alien Prince". And I was very intrigued with this author. So I bought Alien
Romance Box Set: Uoria Mates 1. Best decision I've made in awhile.Loved how these domineering
aggressive males turn to mush over the love of their mates. My favorite so far is Ty (Tyrant), his
name is awesome. Going out by box set 2. I hope that Jem is out there somewhere. Can't wait to
hear his story. Ruth Anne Scott love your talent, your imagination ROCKS!!!

The version I received has not only the Uoria Mates series, which takes up the first half of the book,
but also The Chosen and another series in the second half. I only read the Uoria Mates stories and
will come back to the rest later.The UM is a good, light read that got better as it went along. The
warriors were surprisingly emo and the human women were feisty. The enemy was ruthless in their
pursuit of achieving their goals. Each story features a different couple, five in all, under a continuing
storyline. Since the bundle is laid out consecutively, books 1-10, it is easy to follow. It was well worth
the 99 pennies.

I love this series about aliens and how they got/found their mates. This box set is well worth the
$.99Ã‚Â¢ because you are getting ten books and just think, you are paying a penny a book and
getting one free. There is so much action, adventure, danger, drama, suspense, intrigue, villains,
mystery, romance, and love.Each book is unique in how the alien comes to win his mate and the
trouble he goes through to reach that goal. If you love alien books, then this box set is one you need
to add to your collection of books.
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